Tubular Products

Setting the standard for today's oil and gas applications
The toughest environments demand the most reliable solutions

In today’s challenging horizontal drilling environments, AZZ’s line of small diameter tubing provides unmatched evacuation of liquids from your well bore. With decades of experience, AZZ delivers rugged solutions engineered for leading performance in the most hostile applications.
OVER 50 YEARS OF MEETING THE EXACTING REQUIREMENTS OF MULTI-INDUSTRY APPLICATIONS

With a full-line of ruggedly produced macaroni tubing and pup joints backed by exceptional custom services, AZZ has earned an unmatched reputation for quality, versatility, performance and customer support.

Full-length tubing
AZZ is a leading producer of API full-length seamless and ERW macaroni tubing, providing non-upset, upset and integral joint connections for J55, N80 and L80 grades. AZZ’s in-house processing ensures unmatched quality control, traceability and product inspection standards.

- American Petroleum Institute (API) full-length tubing
- Macaroni tubing 1" – 2 1/16"
- Integral Joint “IJ” tubing 1" – 2 1/16"
- Premium upsetting for all tubular products
- Full-length normalized after upset

Pup joints
To provide developers with the ultimate in down-hole flexibility, AZZ offers a comprehensive line of tubular pup joints, each precision-engineered to specification. Designed to perform with leading corrosion resistance and extended service life, AZZ pup joints are the ideal solution for drilling operations.

- Sizes: 1" - 4 1/2" EUE & NUE, 1- 2 1/16" IJ
- Lengths: 2-, 3-, 4-, 6-, 8-, 10- and 12-feet plus metric equivalents
- Perforated or combination threads
- Grades include J55, L80, N80 and P110
- Steel-stamped, paint-stenciled and color-coded identification
- Normalize or quench-and-temper heat treatment options
- Testing/inspection - Electromagnetic, hydrostatic, dimensional, visual, magnetic particle, metallurgical and NDT

Custom capabilities
Experience and industry expertise have made AZZ the trusted, reliable tubing resource. From forging and non-destructive testing to thread protection measures and hydrostatic testing, AZZ is well equipped to address your unique product needs. AZZ also provides a growing line of accessories, including durable couplings and premium blanks.

Structured to deliver what you need, when you need it.
In the highly competitive oil and gas market, delays and production downtime translate into lost revenue. AZZ’s strategically located facility, responsive customer service and expedited transport options ensure shorter lead times to maximize uptime and system operation.
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